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Create Your Own Reel Viewer
Cherish days gone by with this grown-up version of one of childhood's greatest gadgets.

It’s Reel - $29.95

Includes code in package to redeem
one reel of 7 images.
Finished reel shipped within 5
business days of photo submission.
Transit time is additional.
ITEM ID 47435

Ah, nostalgia. Give yourself a double dose
with this grown-up, just-for-you version of
one of childhood's greatest gadgets: the reel
viewer. Assemble snapshots of your favorite
memories and add them to your very own
reel using the redemption code included with
your viewer. Once you receive your made-toorder reel, pop it in the viewer and marvel at
baby's first steps, or your favorite beach at
sunset, or... well, whatever else you want
immortalized. Remember: You're the view
master now. Made in Oregon.

https://www.uncommongoods.com/
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Game of Phones
Turn your trusty cellular companion into the subject of a scavenger hunt between you and your friends.

Fun Is Coming $5-$20
Your smartphone already sits on the table while
you're out to brunch, it lays next to you on the couch
while you watch reruns and scroll through texts–you
might as well give it the official party invite.
Game of Phones turns your trusty cellular
companion into the subject of a scavenger hunt
between you and your friends. Just gather your
friends and their smart phones (sorry, flip phone
users, you're not invited), draw a prompt card, and
see who can use their phones the fastest to create an
emoji masterpiece, show off the last photo you took,
or find the weirdest Google Image result for your
name. Collect the most points to win. Only the fastest
and funniest will survive. To keep the fun going, try
one of the expansion packs featuring 30 new cards
each to add to the original deck. Made in China.

https://www.uncommongoods.com/
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Hero Bookend
This miniature superhero uses his superhuman strength to prop your favorite stories.

Fictional Force $25.00
After a full day of fighting crime, this
miniature superhero has his priorities
straight: Saving the stories! The little
defender appears to have extraordinary
strength, "pushing" a row of your favorite
books upright. Place the cover of a
paperback book around the traditional book
end to disguise it, and the hero connects on
the other side with superhuman strength
(aka a magnet). It's a playful nod to every
courageous protagonist, and makes a great
gift for literary lovers whether teachers,
writers, or just voracious readers. Designed
by Ori Niv in Tel Aviv, Israel. Made in China.
Heroine Bookshelf $25.00

https://www.uncommongoods.com/
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5-in-1 Tool Pen
This streamlined gadget keeps five necessary tools together in one place.
5-In-1
Design

All for One, One for All $25.00
Bubble
Level

Somewhere, among the take-out menus and
paper clip clusters, there's a screwdriver.
Where the level and ruler are is anybody's
guess. Keep some of your most essential tools
together with this 5 in 1 design.

Ruler

The streamlined gadget features a screwdriver,
capacitive touch stylus for smart devices, an
integrated bubble level, ruler, and pen with clip.

Screw
driver
Stylus
Tip

5 Tools–1 Cool Pen

Store one in your purse or glovebox for on-thego use, and call off the junk drawer search.
Made in China.

https://www.uncommongoods.com/
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Magnetic Notebook
Instantly re-organize your notes by moving and reconnecting the pages of this magnetic hardbound notebook.

Paper Soul$8.95 - 30.00
Charles Good-Man's brilliant design
blends paper's flow and permanence with
digital's flexibility. It looks and feels like
the high quality hardcover notebooks
favored by thinky types in coffee shops,
with one mind-blowing difference: the
pages are "bound" to a magnetic spine, so
you can pull them out and put them back
in anywhere you like.
That means all your sporadic notes about
cats, donuts, and existence can be totally
organized—and 100% unavailable to the
hackers who just loved your old online
diary. Vegan leather binding. 55 sheets/
110 pages (refills, too). Created by
Charles Good-Man Made in China.

https://www.uncommongoods.com/
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Apple Byte Desktop Sculpture
An ancient symbol of knowledge gains computer hardware guts, becoming art in the process.

Data Delicious $34.00
An ancient symbol of knowledge, this beautiful
wooden apple's insides are made from the tiny
but potent computer components that send
information around the world. Are we smarter
now? We don't know, but we know what we
like when we see it.
This natural-plus-technological fruit, Carmi Y.
Plaut's artistic use of computer parts that
otherwise would have ended up in a landfill—
we like. Made of sustainably sourced wood and
recycled computer parts in the Philippines.

https://www.uncommongoods.com/
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F for Effort Book
This unabashedly silly book celebrates the creative side of failure.

Go to the Principal's Office! $10.00
Question: What did Paul Revere say at the end of his
famous ride? If you answered "Whoa!" then you're correct!
At least according to this hilarious compendium of
outrageous answers from the author of the national
bestseller F in Exams. Celebrating the creative side of
failure—from sassy mathematical solutions to hilarious reimaginings of historical events—this unabashedly silly book
celebrates the creative side of failure with 250 authentic
responses to common test quandaries from K-12 jokesters.
This unbelievable assortment of audacious longshots
contains questions from the sweat-inducing pop quizzes of
the past, but rather than drawing a blank these students
took being on the spot as an opportunity to be in the
spotlight! No subject is safe from snark in this amusing
book full of groan-worthy gaffes supplied by class clowns
across the USA and the UK. A touching, funny, and oh-soreal look at the life of the average educator, this little pickme-up is sure to bring smiles to any student, teacher, or
professor. Printed in China.

https://www.uncommongoods.com/
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Geode Puzzle
These stunning, cutting-edge geode puzzles seduce the eyes while challenging the brain.

Hard Rock $65.00
Beautiful—and fiendishly difficult—these
cutting-edge geode puzzles seduce the eyes
while challenging the brain. And like real agate,
each of these designs (pink, blue, multi-colored,
or one-of-a-kind) has a distinct shape, color, and
pattern.
The way they're made is inspired by how a
geode's crystalline structure is created in
nature: a special simulation program develops
an image by layering color that radiates from the
puzzle's edge; an algorithm generates the
puzzle piece patterns; and a computer-guided
laser cutter shapes the pieces from birch
plywood. We apologize in advance for bending
your mind. Made in Somerville, Massachusetts.
Due to the nature of this item, each is unique
and will vary. Each puzzle sold separately.

https://www.uncommongoods.com/
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Bluetooth Banana Phone
Add slapstick style to your phone with this wireless handset. Peeling not necessary.

Yellow? Tarzan? $40.00
"Hello, room service? Please send up another bunch."
Add slapstick style to your phone with this handset worthy
of a Marx Brothers gag. It connects through Bluetooth for
wireless conversations that keep phone radiation away
from your coconut. Just pair it with your device to receive
calls and use your favorite voice assistant (like Siri) to
make them. Talk for up to 10 hours with the USBrechargeable battery and know you're helping keep the
jungle green thanks to the 100% recycled plastic cover.
Made in China.
Compatible with any smartphone via Bluetooth. Features
and Functions: 10 hour talk time. 70 hour idle time. Built
in rechargeable lithium battery with Micro USB. Qualcomm
Chipset/ certified conflict free components. Volume
Control.

https://www.uncommongoods.com/
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Wood Magnetic Balance Lamp
This ingenious lamp—ideal for your desk—turns on and off with the nudge of a magnet.

It's a Balancing Act $85.00
No switch? No problem. Li Zanwen's
ingenious lamp turns on and off with a
flick of the wrist... and the nudge of a little
round magnet. Simply lift the lower sphere
to switch the light on: It's attracted to the
upper sphere and will stay put in midair,
giving off the light you so crave. Once
you're feeling like it's time to wind down,
just lower the sphere and the light will
turn off. It's that easy. And if this doesn't
sound high-tech enough for you yet,
consider this: It's powered by a standard
USB. Hi, future.
9.02" L x 3.8" W x 12.75" H Made in China.

https://www.uncommongoods.com/
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I Should Have Known That! Party Game
Time for you and your friends to shut down that search engine and find out what you really know.

You've Got
All the Answers $20.00
Ever had that experience where a word, a
name, or a fact was on the tip of your
tongue but still just out of reach? Well,
this trivia set transforms that moment of
awkwardness into a hilarious group
activity. Instead of questions about ancient
history and things you've never heard of, it
contains more than 400 questions on
movies, pop culture, and recent events—
things you should know all about, right?
For example, does the Statue of Liberty
hold her torch in the left or right hand?
Date night or family trivia night, you'll
discover that sometimes being stumped
makes for all kinds of fun. Made in Poland.

https://www.uncommongoods.com/
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PhoneSoap Smartphone Sanitizer
Zap the germs lurking on your touchscreen with this UV sanitizer that takes care of the dirty work for you.

Don't Talk Dirty $59.95
Your smartphone has one unwanted function: it's a
breeding ground for disease-causing bacteria and viruses.
What's more, holding that Petri dish of a device next to your
mouth and nose creates a direct path for colds and flu.
This easy-to-use smartphone sanitizer and charger helps
zap most of those germs automatically. Simply place your
phone inside, attach the charging cable, and close the lid.
Inside, a pair of specialized, ultra-violet lights do the dirty
work for you, while exterior lights let you know when the
phone is clean and charged.
Large enough to accommodate most smartphones, it
comes with a micro USB charging cable that can be easily
switched out to fit your phone's requirements. Built-in
acoustic amplifiers that allow you to continue listening to
music or use your phone's alarm while it's getting its spa
treatment. Need to clean your phone on the go? The set of
two PhoneSoap microfiber patches adheres to the back of
your phone for quick and easy cleaning.
Dimensions: 7" L x 3.74" W x .84" H. Made in China.

https://www.uncommongoods.com/
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Solar Powered Charger & Light
Use the power of the sun to tweet, text, and maybe even make a call or two with this solar powered charger.

Harness The Sun $59.95
Use the power of the sun to tweet, text, and maybe even
make a call or two. Roughly the size and weight of your
phone, this solar powered charger connects to your device
via USB port to give you a full charge in two hours. Perfect
for power outages, camping, or simply the environmentally
conscious, this innovative device also gives off a light for
up to 150 hours and features an SOS emergency beacon
setting. The best part? Getting one gives back. For each
solar charger purchase, a light is given to one of the many
people throughout the world without access to electricity.
A code is included in the charger's package that allows you
to choose where in the world the contribution is given.
Bring on the sunshine! Made in China.
RECYCLED - MADE FROM electrical components, LED light,
recycled PC-ABS plastic
MEASUREMENTS 4.75" L x 3" W x .7" H
CARE Clean with damp cloth.

Compatible with any device with a USB connection.

https://www.uncommongoods.com/
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Things They Don't Teach You in School Game
400 fun facts, random factoids, and pieces of useless knowledge make for a fresh, lively trivia game.

A+ in Silly $20.00
Your edumacation may have taught you
important things like what the capital of Moldova
is (Chișinău) and how many signers of the
Declaration of Independence weren't Americanborn (8). The trivia in this game starts where
that fancy book learnin' stops. Why doesn't the
Mona Lisa have eyebrows? In what year was
shampoo invented? Why do you write Franklin D.
Roosevelt and John F. Kennedy with a dot after
the initial, when Harry S Truman is written
without one? The info is so random that nobody
is likely to have an edge, making this trivia game
more suspenseful and surprise-filled than most.
The 400 fun facts, random factoids, and tidbits of
totally useless knowledge spark giggles and
chatter in equal measure, adding up to precisely
10.724 tons o' fun. Made in Poland.

https://www.uncommongoods.com/
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Smartphone Magnifier
Enjoy your mobile movies double the size of your smartphone display.
On the Little Big Screen $30.00
Coming to a theater near you: viral YouTube
videos, your Instagram feed, and cat gifs
galore. This portable magnifier is about to blow
up your phone—or at least what you see on the
screen. Just slip your device into the fully
assembled, retro-styled cardboard TV and
enjoy your mobile movies double the size of
your display. Keep it in your bag for impromptu
screenings during your next camping trip,
sleepover, or long car ride. Designed in
London. Made in China.
MADE FROM plastic, rubber, cardboard
MEASUREMENTS 7.5" L x 4.9" W x 7.7" H
Comes assembled. Compatible with smartphones up
to 6.29" L x 3.14" W.

https://www.uncommongoods.com/
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Smartphone Photography Lens Set
These pro quality photo accessories turn the handiest camera—your iPhone—into a superb photographic tool.

Smarter Snaps $30.00 - $100.00
The best camera is the one you have with you. That would be your
smartphone. These pro-quality photo accessories make the best
way better.

Lens
Bag
Clip
Case

Snap
Case

Snap Case adds a hand grip for steadier snapping, and a
mechanical shutter for "real" camera feel. Tripod compatible
case comes with two high-quality, aluminum alloy lenses: wide
angle, macro.
Clip fits the front or back of your iPhone 6/7/8. Lens mount fits
both lenses in this set. Clip comes with the same lenses as the
Snap Case.
Pro quality, magnesium alloy Premium HD Wide Angle Lens can
be mounted on both the Snap Case and the Clip.
All lenses come with caps and soft lens bags. Snap Case fits the
front of iPhones 7 and 8. Clip fits the front or back of iPhones 6,
6+, 6s, 7, and 8 (and most other smartphones). Premium HD Wide
Angle Lens fits on both Snap Case and the Clip. Made in Taiwan.
Case: 2.9" L x 0.65" W x 5.7" H

https://www.uncommongoods.com/
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Cardboard iPad TV Stand
Don't touch that dial! This recycled cardboard stand gives your iPad the look of a retro TV.

Remote Control $ 30.00
Don’t touch that dial—this recycled cardboard
stand gives your iPad the look of a retro TV,
recreating the golden days of tuning in with family.
Designed by Luis Rodrigalvarez. Made in
Charlottesville, Virginia.
Made from recycled cardboard 14.75" L x 10.25" W
x 3.25" D Fits iPad and iPad air. Note: This is not a
protective case.

https://www.uncommongoods.com/
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Public Radio - Single Station Tuner
This Mason jar radio is pre-tuned to your station of choice so it's always at hand.

Always in Tune $60.00
This refreshingly minimal Mason jar radio is pre-tuned
to the FM station of your choice so it's always at hand.
Just turn a single knob and enjoy your favorite station
without complicated controls, apps, or phone tethering.
The uncomplicated, cordless unit fits in anywhere at
home, at work, or even outdoors. Just add two AA
batteries and attach the antenna for over 30 hours of
listening. If you move or change favorite station loyalty,
the default station can be changed in a few simple
steps. The design is compatible with any wide-mouth
Mason jar, so swap in a larger one for a little bass
boost. Made in Massachusetts and Brooklyn, NY.
3.5" L x 3.5" W x 6" H

https://www.uncommongoods.com/
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Travel Cord Roll
Easily pack your electronics cords and other knick knacks with this stylish travel roll.

Tangle-Free Travel $20.00
Luggage shifts, cords tangle, but you can keep your
electronic companions organized in style with this
travel roll. No more untangling a messy handful of
cords just to charge your phone, rather, neatly tuck
up to eight cords and two plugs into your stylish
organizer. It's also great for stowing small knickknacks like watches, hair clips, or other on-the-go
necessities. Designed in Los Angeles. Made in China.

Made from Vegan Leather – Teal or Black
Measurements – Open: 17.5" L x 7.5" W;
Closed: 5" L x 7.5" W

https://www.uncommongoods.com/
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Avocado Huggers - Set of 2
This silicone cup embraces half an avocado to keep the cut fruit fresh longer.

Pit Stop $7.95
A sliver on a taco, a spoonful in a smoothie,
or a spread on toast: A little avocado goes a
long way. Keep its other half fresh and
intact with this form-fitting silicone cup.
These huggers ensure that you're prepared
to preserve your favorite fresh fruit, and the
convenient pit pocket can be pushed in or
out for the tightest possible seal. Reusable
food saver. Replaces plastic wrap. Made of
BPA- and phthalate-free silicone in China.
Made from silicone. Dishwasher safe. Fits up
to 4.25" L x 2.75" W

https://www.uncommongoods.com/
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Super Magnetic Putty
Made with micron-sized iron-based particles, this charged-up putty has magnetic powers.

I'm Drawn to You $14.00
Made with micron-sized iron-based particles distributed
throughout, the astonishing moldable magnetic putty
takes on the properties of a magnet itself when placed
in close contact with the included Neodymium Iron
Boron magnet.
Put it near the magnet and within five seconds, the putty
will stretch itself out to reach the magnet almost as if it
were alive. Press the magnet into it and the whole piece
of putty becomes magnetic, able to lift tacks and
paperclips on its own after charging in a magnetic field.
It's perfect for science-loving kids, or for any adult that
loves intelligent play! Use the magnet to do the "snake
charmer" trick. Or leave the magnet on your ball of
putty and watch it engulf that magnet in about an hour!
What can you do with it? The possibilities are endless!
Made in Pennsylvania.

https://www.uncommongoods.com/
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Microwave Potato Chip Maker
Make crispy potato, veggie, or fruit chips in the microwave in a few minutes, without fat or preservatives.

Healthy Snack Hack $13.00
Junk food starts out as real food. But then they add junk,
to make it crunchy. With this ingenious invention, you
can turn healthy food into crispy snacks, with no junk.
The included mandoline slices sweet or white potatoes
evenly, to just the right thickness. Lay them on the
silicone tray(s), and in less than five minutes, behold
your microwave miracle: fresh, yummy chips with no
added fat or preservatives. We love them with our
delicious Dip Mixes. Try vegetable or fruit chips, too, like
kale, beets, apples, and bananas. Fits into even the
tiniest microwave, so it's a great gift for a college kid...
or someone who'll turn over a new food leaf come New
Year's Day. (Yes, we know that's you, because we're
planning the same thing). Made in China.
Silicone, stainless steel, ABS plastic. Tray: 11" Diameter.
Trays are microwave and dishwasher safe. Hand wash
mandoline.

https://www.uncommongoods.com/

